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TRANCE FAIRY NEGOTIATES
WORLD PEACE!
Until XLR8R alerted the world of the existence of the
Trance Fairy (http://trancefairylawrence.tripod.com),
he was only what we here at WRN would refer to as
an Urban legend.  Now the whole world will know
that the Trance Fairy exists, and exists for one
amazing reason we should all be thankful for, World
Peace.  While on vacation from terrorism, Osama
bin Laden and also vacationing President George W.
Bush at Disneyland, the Trance Fairy saw this as a
golden opportunity to bring the two together.  While
mixing his own blend of "fairy trance" the Trance
Fairy enveloped the two leaders into an ecstatic

state for being where they saw each other as brothers, not enemies.  From this day
forward, we owe an incredible debt of gratitude to the Trance Fairy for his amazing
abilities.

KEY TO UNIVERSE DISCOV-
ERED IN RAVERS BACKPACK!
After dancing for two hours to his favorite DJ, Dave
opened his backpack to discover the mathematical
equation spelled out in the positioning of the blow
pops and jewelry at the bottom of the pack.
Unfortunately, Dave tripped over a sleeping raver
while walking to a quite place to take notes of his dis-
covery, and the key has been lost again.

APHEX TWIN REUNION
TOUR ANNOUNCED!
After years of bickering about which one of
them really invented experimental electronic
music, Richard and James are finally going to
hit the road again in full force playing their cur-
rent music and old hit such as Digeridoo.  This
was an unexpected announcement since both
Richard and James both swore that they'd
never speak to each other again.  They didn't
even speak at the funeral for their brother D.
We'll be listing the show dates as they confirm.

WEEKLY RAVER NEWS





What are you working on?
The live show.  Going to Hong Kong on Monday.  So
getting it all together now.

You're just now working on it?
Well...I've been working on it for the last couple of
months.

Any US dates to announce?
Not live at the moment.  

Why no live show in America?
Logistics mainly...

So you're telling me you're working on your live
show, but you're not taking it here.  Thanks...I
really appreciate that...
Mate...mate...we will come out next year.  But we're
going to the far east next week and then Argentina,
which is kind of close to America isn't it.

Yeah...thanks.
At the moment, we're not doing a live show in
America, but we will.

Is the live thing kind of new for you guys?
We did a tour about three years ago which we basi-
cally learned from a lot of mistakes.  This time we
need a real tour manager and a front of house guy to
adjust the levels, so there's a lot of things that need
to be ironed out.

There's a lot more work to it than just being a DJ
isn't there.
Fucking so right!  Plus all the expenses, makes you
feel ill.  

I'm kind of a believer of this, but do you think that
things are going to go this way?  I think people
are getting over the whole thing of a guy playing
records.
Yeah, totally.  What's the big deal?  You have to hide
behind your headphones for two hours?  It's bullshit.
A lot more effort needs to be put into this whole scene
otherwise people are going to see through the
facade, it's time to step it up.

How long did it take for you to put this album
together? 
The album wasn't written from start to finish, we did-
n't say we're going to take six months out to write the

album...we might do that for the next one, but there
was a lot of travelling and a kind of random work
schedule, but in a way that promotes inspiration.  The
more sort of varied your lifestyle is, you're going to
bring it to the work table.  

Musically and sonically it has a great level of con-
tinuity.
Yeah, that's luck.  It's also down to the editing, it was
quite messy, so we put it into the computer and
chopped bits in and out and tried to give it some sort
of coherency.  

What are some of the changes that you've
noticed over the years that you may have noticed
that shaped your sound?
Age.  I think the older you get, the faster things
sound.  When I was 21 I was making some really
frantic music, completely hectic, hyper speed, and it
sounded quite normal...and now if I listen to it, I'm
like, fucking hell how can listen to that?  Now 130 is
quick...[laughter]...you become more experienced,
refined, mature, and hopefully that is an improvement
in your music.

Do you find that it takes you longer to write as
you get older?
Maybe because I can't hear.  Tinnitus, brain dam-
age...[laughter]...but no, writing is quicker because
the equipment available today.  But in a way that's not
a good thing because you concentrate on production
and effects and less emphasis is put on tunes and
songs.

Have you switched over to a virtual studio?
Half and half, we have the G4 with Pro Tools.  I was
thinking now that some of the tracks that I've done
recently, they sound as warm and the tracks I did
back in the day when it was all mixing desks and
effect processors.  I think you have to use the tech-
nology of now, but blend it in with old school tech-
niques.  Otherwise it's going to sound clinical and too
precise.

It doesn't lend itself to as many accidents.
No, exactly, and accidents are the beauty in music.
That's what we all appreciate, the happy accidents.

So you're working on your live show...
There's going to be lots of accidents in that, don't you
worry about it.

way OUT west : Jody, live, recorded, and
accidents...by mike fix
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Well here it is Part 2 of our ballbustingly epic Hard House roundup. If you caught the last
issue of Freebass you’ll already have had a chance to explore the minds of some of the
weird and wonderful characters that make up the U.K. Hard House scene. If you didn’t
you’ll have missed the low down on Lab 4’s Fragile label, Sundissential, Lisa Pin Up’s
Rock Hard, the mighty Tidy Trax, 12” Inch Thumpers, scene originators Tripoli Trax and of
course our very own E-Traxx. So let’s face it you may need to track a
copy down. But for the meantime kick back and enjoy the ins and outs
of this wonderful thing us Brits call Hard House (ish!). -Sol Ray 

on the insideUK HardhouseNu Nrg part 2.

on the insideUK HardhouseNu Nrg part 2.

Label: Nukleuz Records, London            
Sub-labels: Frantic / BXR UK
Established: 1998
Releases to date: Too many - In excess of 100 
Top Selling Releases To Date: Mario Piu’ ‘Communication’
Top 5 UK National Charts 300,000 + singles sold

What differentiates your label from the others in the
genre? 
100% quality control & consistent redefining the
parameters of the scene.
What is the mission of your label and what do
you see in your future?
Nukleuz Records will continue to fuse different styles
of harddance together in ways never thought possi-
ble... people who say ‘you can’t do that’ will be
dancing to our music six months down the line.
What has been your most popular release? 
Our most popular releases to date have been;
Nukleuz Blue - Praga Khan ‘Injected With A Poison’ /
Fergie & BK ‘Hoovers & Horns’. Nukleuz Purple -
Nick Sentience & Phil Reynolds ‘Instrumental’.
Nukleuz Red - ‘Clubcutz Vol. 4’. Nukleuz Green -
Mauro Picotto ‘Iguana’ / Mario Piu ‘Communication’ /
CRW ‘I Feel Love’. Nukleuz Yellow - Champion Burns
‘Filtered Funk EP 1’. BXR UK - Mauro Picotto
‘Komodo’. Frantic Recordings - Defective Audio ‘Circular
Saw’....
What do you see happening to the Hard House scene in
the UK? Subtle
fragmentation and a continuing fusion between ‘hard house’
and other genres such as twisted disco/techno/trance etc...

Artist roster: The core UK roster consists of BK, Andy Farley,
Nick Sentience, Champion Burns, Ca-Lo and many many
more!

Shameless plug: Praga Khan ‘Injected With A Poison’ has a
full release on CD single and 2 x 12” this Fall...

ed real

sol ray



Label: Mohawk,
London     
Sub labels: Aztec & Pirate Wax
Established: 1999 
Releases to date: 23, 16 & 1
Top Selling Release: ‘999 Matrix’ by Madam Zu & Jon
Doe

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg sound originally?  
A natural progression from Hi-NRG music of the 80’s thru Belgian New Beat, Rave then the
hard dance sounds of today.
What differentiates your label from the others in the genre?  
We are not into cheesy hoovers and sped up ‘chipmunks on helium’ raps! We try and be intel-
ligent, innovative, interesting but always accessible.
What is the mission of your label and what do you see in your future?  
To continue to push the boundaries of Hard House forward, especially with Mohawk and
Pirate Wax, our new more experimental label, whilst at the same time building Aztec up to
where Mohawk is today.

Artist roster: Chris C
Madam Zu, Nick Lunn, Andy Farley Dynamic Intervention, Doc Savage Hurricane Tony, Digital
Science, Titchy Bitch, Ian M

Label: Honey Pot Recordings, Hertforshire 
Sub-labels: UK Hard & A Tracks.
Established: 1998.
Releases to date: Across all 3 labels - 30
Top Selling Releases: DJ Roosta “414 All”, A
Project “The Fantasy”, Billy “Daniel” Bunter &
Jon Doe “Slammin”. 

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? 
Label boss Billy “Daniel” Bunter was
spearheading the Trancecore
sound in the mid 90’s and a lot of
the tracks he was making and
playing at raves like Helter
Skelter, Dreamscape & World
Dance were also being played in clubs
like Trade, Club UK & Sunny Side Up. It became
a natural progression to move in a more housie
direction, but still tuff and banging.
What differentiates your label from the oth-
ers in the genre? 
We’re varied, from funky hard house right
through to the most banging hard trance and
big anthems. We stick our neck on the line!!
What release are you most proud of and
why?
Most of them, even the ones that maybe we
shouldn’t of released. Everyone involved in each

track has put a lot of passion and time in to it.
What is the mission of your label and what
do you see in your future?
Quality shines through and the hard house
scene is at a point where quality is the key
issue. Over the next 6 months our release
schedule has been cut right down. We have lots
of tracks that are good enough for release but
are gonna be left on DAT forever because we

know we can do better and because of
that the releases we have coming,

have far more room to breath. We
are also continuing to push the
boundaries with the harder

trance and more funky stuff.

Artist roster: Roosta, DBSK, Lee
James, A Project, Billy “Daniel” Bunter, Jon
Doe.
Remixers: Knuckleheadz, Nick Sentience,
Stimulant DJs, Kumara, Champion Burns, Mr
Bishi, Dynamic Intervention, Guests: Eufex,
Justin Bourne, Kevin Energy, Stimulant DJs,
Lisa Pin Up, Nick Sentience, Andy Farley,
Trauma and many more.

Shameless plug: “Tasty” Honey Pot compila-
tion mixed by Billy “Daniel” Bunter & Jon Doe
out in November 

chris c



Label: Friction Burns, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex
Sub Labels: Suck Discs & Third Degree Burns
Established: 4 years
Releases: 15
Top Selling Releases: Razor Babes “Come On
Baby” & Friction Burns “We Want Sex/Godamn
Noise”. 

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg
sound originally? 
Tony De Vit. After about 2 years of clubbing at
Trade I heard this amazing new sound. I was so
intrigued and went to see who was Djing. Tony
gave me tips on mixing and let me in the box
when he was playing. It’s so sad he’s gone, but
what a guy! Trade has been a big influence, it’s
the only reason I started Djing and the label. We
wanted to capture a slice of the energy and
hedonism that hits you in there.
What differentiates your label from the others
in the genre?
It’s very cheeky. I’m a classically trained pianist
and very musical and I love chromatic twists as I
was a sucker for Jazz, Blues and Scott Joplin!
There is a sense of humour in our tracks and I
think it is so important to make everyone on the
dancefloor smile and have fun. 
What release are you most proud of and
why?
I think “Erection” is my fave. I made the track about 3 years ago
with BK and am so pleased Nukleuz have signed it. 
What has been your most popular release to date? 
Razor Babes “Come On Baby” & my “Erection” track.

madam friction

Label:  Tinrib Recordings, London                      
Sub-labels: Dirty House Grooves
Established: 1995
Releases to date: 50
Top Selling Releases: Captain Tinrib (DR Base)
‘Manta’, Weirdo ‘Curva Peligrosa’ The Captain &
Steve Thomas ‘The Leader’

What lead you into the hard house / nu-nrg
sound originally?
For The Captain I think it was too
many nights down clubs like Trade
with friend & FISH! resident Karim.
For me I was looking for some-
thing that was more banging than
house, less trippy than psy-trance,
but not as aggressive as gabba or hard-
core.  
What differentiates your label from the others
in the genre?
Although we come under the ‘hard house’
umbrella our tunes rarely sound the same as the
other major labels on the scene. We have a dis-
tinctive sound honed to perfection by The
Captain through many years – funky drums, mas-
sive sounds and of course The Tinribizer. 
What release are you most proud of and why?
I can’t speak for The Captain but I think that ‘The

Leader’ by The Captain & Steve Thomas is one of
the best hoover tunes around. 3 years on & it still
seems as fresh as the first time it was played at
Trade!
What is the mission of your label and what do
you see in your future?
To continue to release quality tunes that devas-
tate dance floors the world over. And to keep
pushing back the boundaries of ‘hard house’ &

keep it fresh. 
What has been your most popular

release to date?
That bloody ‘Manta’ chewn – it’s
been repressed, remixed & rere-

leased 3 times & people still want it
now!

Artist roster: Captain Tinrib, Weirdo, Steve
Thomas, Karim, Max Alien Thing on a regular
basis & then The Captain has worked with all of
the residents of our club night FISH!  – Simon
Eve, DFQ, Rubec, Steve Hill.

Shameless plug: For a taste of the sounds that
make Tinrib such a unique label check out the
man himself live, or if his show hasn’t been to a
city near you get out there & buy our latest CD
‘Captain Tinrib Live Deep Down Under’. 



Label: Akid Traxx, Gwent
Sub-labels: Pranksterz Records, Acid
Test Pressings, Fickle Records 
Established: 2000 
Releases to date: 21 
Top Selling Releases: Akid Traxx 5
“Plenty of Billy/Mad Man Scratchy”

What lead you into the hardhouse /
nu-nrg sound originally? 
A progression from the early acid tech-
no sound (Prolekult, Noom, TEC etc)
after which only NRG pioneers like
Tinrib seemed to be taking things for-
ward. Really a desire to further high
energy party music when it was getting a bit serious and a bit anal!!
What differentiates your label from the others in the genre?   
We like to think that we’re not really hard house but hard nrg music. We seem to have been labelled
as hard house by some but we started out writing what might be called acid energy/acid trance. We
try to stick to our own style and just make music that we’re into.
What release are you most proud of and why? 
For Acid Ted it has to be Acid Test 1 “Howard you like it Michael” because it was the first tune he
ever made and because it was a protest tune against the criminal justice act. For Steve it is
Pranksterz Records 1.  Just because it is the first release on our very own label.
What is the mission of your label and what do you see in your future?
World (and possibly Galactic) domination and as for the future well its not for us to see (Is it?). 
What has been your most popular release to date?
Akid 5 “Plenty of Billy” We’ve had more feedback from this tune than any other.

Artist roster: Pranksterz, Acid Ted, Steve Kyte, Fickle Twinz, Waldorf and Staedler, Dynamic
Intervention, Sol Ray, Loto, MJ12, Deano and Ozzie The Icecream Man 

Shameless plug: Pranksterz Records 1 “Fresh in the Univerbs/Chemical
Generation” available now. 

Label: Stimulant Records, London/Southampton 
Established: 1999
Releases to date: 20
Top Selling Releases: “Vibrationz” by Dropzone & “In Da Place” by Alumina 

What lead you into the hardhouse / nu-nrg sound originally?
It was a natural progression for us from our Hardcore roots as
Brisk & Ham to move on to pastures new in the Hard House scene
What differentiates your label from the others in the genre?
We write 80% of the releases ourselves as well as run the label
which includes anything from accounts and VAT returns to keeping
it real sticking stickers on records and typing! 
What release are you most proud of and why?
On our own label we are proud of them all. Well most of them! 
What is the mission of your label and what do you see in your
future?
We always try to go for quality not quantity. We are on release 20
and the label is selling quite well but our aim is to try and better

each release.

Artist roster: Stimulant Djs, Dropzone, Cyberdrive, Alumina, Da Edge

pranksterz

stimulant DJs



Label: Shock Records, Devon
Established: 1996
Releases to date: 65
Top Selling Releases: Brain Bashers “Do
It Now”, Digital Masters “Star Wars + Fifth
Element”.

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-
nrg sound originally?
We (Rachael Shock and Graham Eden)
have been DJ’ing for about 10 years now
and originally when we started the records
at the time had rave and nrg sounds in
them like the classic ‘Prodigy - Charley’.
The music we make now takes the best
sounds of this time, polishes them up in
the studio, speeds them up and voila! the
Shock sound we all know and love today.
What differentiates your label from the
others in the genre?
If you listen to any one of our records you
couldn’t tell most of them
are produced by Rachael and me (a.k.a
Brain Bashers). When we go in the studio
we use completely new sounds for each
tune which makes our label very diverse. If you listened to them all mixed
together they would range from bangin’ hardhouse to bouncy happy house.
What release are you most proud of and why?
Brain Bashers “Do It Now” was a very proud moment as it got signed to Tidy
Trax and when they released it reached no.3 in the UK
dance charts. 
What is the mission of your label and what do you
see in your future?
Our mission is to carry on releasing records forever! 65
records in 6
years is full on but we aim to get to record 130 in
another 6 years! We have been signing in a lot of tracks
recently and you will be seeing lots of new names as
some of the demo’s we have been getting have been
excellent and we feel we should give some new blood
a break. 

Artist roster: Rachael Shock + Graham Eden a.k.a
Brain Bashers,
Digital Masters, Speedo and X-Factor.

Shameless plug:
from January 2002
Rachael will be tak-
ing on all DJ duties
for Shock records
and will be going
out as ‘ Rachael
Shock’. The Brain
Bashers artist name
will also be trans-
forming into
‘Rachael Shock’ but
will still be pro-
duced by myself
and will have the
classic Shock
sound. 

Label: Pig Pen, London
Established: 1997

What lead you into the hardhouse/nu-nrg sound
originally? 
Pig Pen was one of the early labels to emerge in the
scene releasing tracks primarily by Billy Bunter
before he set up Honey Pot. 
What differentiates your label from the others in
the genre? 
The visuals of the label are tongue in cheek and we
like to think the label is as well.
What is the mission of your label and what do
you see in your future?
Keepin’ a fun element to the music, as there is room
for all sorts of sounds!
What has been your most popular release to
date?
Fallout Boy “Go with the Flow”

Artist roster: Dan Madams, Rubec, Fallout Boy,
Jigsaw Man, A1 Breakdown

Label: Dip, London
Established: 1997
Releases to date: 1 album, 13 x 12’S
Top Selling Release: ‘Angels Charlie’ –
Dynamic Intervention & The Pranksterz

What differentiates your label from the
others in the genre?
Ingredient  X. 
What release are you most proud of and
why? 
All of them.
What is the mission of your label and
what do you see in your future? 
To keep a high quality of music in a genre
that is sometimes sadly lacking.  The
future?  More of the same.
What has been your most popular
release to date? 
Probably “Kick It To My Brain” – Dynamic
Intervention.
What do you see happening to the Hard
House scene in the UK?
I see it getting harder, trancier and probably
splitting in several more genres within itself.
What do you see happening to the Hard
House scene worldwide?
Getting bigger and bigger.

Artist roster: Dynamic Intervention, Rich &
Gordi, Narcomaniacs, Pranksterz, Acid Girl,
Flinch, E-Traxx Allstars , Johnny Napalm. 

Shameless plug: Dip 14 –
Narcomania/Straight – Narcomanics (Matt
Clarke & Mik Cree) out soon.rashael shock





tie

What is the English translation of your name?
There isn't one.

How long have you been involved in electronic music and what inspired you to go in that direction?
I've been involved in electronic music from the beginning when Kraftwerk and Front 242 made their music and the reason was because

Have you been interested in any other forms of music?
Yes and I still am..I love all kinds of music as long as it touches me or makes me happy.

How many people were at your first show?
75 people at a student party.

What's the most people that you've played for?
In one room that's about 40,000..this was in Amsterdam at the Ajax Football Stadium.

Favorite place to play and why?
America because I love touring through the country here, the scene is fresh and very open minded and people seems to love my music

What do you think could help improve the current state of the dance music scene in America?
In one way I think more radio stations must play the music.  On the other hand, now you can only hear the music when you go to a clu
this music and you need more producers who produce it.

What are your ideas behind the difference between your album and your performances?
It's a difference because on the album are a few tracks which are very chill....more for home listening or in a car.  When I perform live I

Should we expect a live performance tour soon?
No, not that soon.  I am still learning a lot from DJing.  I want to make the most of that first.  In a few years, yes.

What's your favorite electronic toy?
It depends on what I am doing, in the studio it's the Access Virus sound module, when I am deejaying the technics turntables 12mk3..

What's the best advice that's been given to you?
What you do with those records is fantastic, you should try to be a DJ.

What's the worst advice?
You should quit playing, you will never make it.

What's your long term musical goal?
That's difficult because now I've finished this album, my musical goal is achieved.  I am searching for new talent to work with and ‘til I f

If you could change any aspect of the dance music scene, what would that be and why?
legalize booze till at least 6 in the morning and prohibit coke because that drug makes people dead from the inside.

What do your parents think of what you do?
My mother is very, very proud of me and so is the rest of my family.

What's next?
I'll be back in LA in December and 'til then, I will be touring all over the world.



esto:a quid pro quo
by mike fix

e it was different from anything you've ever heard and it's mysterious.

c here.

ub or rave and that's what makes it so special and still very underground.  The only thing you need here is more of us DJs who play

I play only music that you can dance to..

ound that I just love djing and I will keep producing tracks and remixes which I like. 
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Why is this the last chapter?
It's one of the longest running and most successful
electronic music compilation series in history, and
how long do you go?  Do you go to chapter 14?  At
what point does it become a parody of itself?  It's
been six years, and continues to be strong, but I'd
rather leave a legacy than a tired series that's been
beaten into the ground.

How's the scene in your area?
In Toronto, it's pretty good.  This is one of the few
cities in North America that has a happy hardcore

scene.  We have a lot of local talent and internation-
al talent coming through all the time.  There are a
number of promoters that promote happy hardcore
here, where in a number of cities in the US, I might
be the only happy hardcore DJ they've ever booked.

Here in LA, everything seems to be coming to a
standstill here where Happy Hardcore has been
almost at a stand still.
Well, Happy Hardcore is going to be one of the first
victims because it is rave music.  So out of all the
genres out there it's going to be the most effected

Anabolic Frolic:
Happy to the Core

by Gunther Vaagen
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by a move into clubs.  It's meant for Saturday night one off events, so
if there's less raves it's going to be one of the first casualties.

Are you going to start getting into your own music production?
Yeah, there are a couple pieces of my own on the last album.  I've
invested in my own studio, the problem I'm having is being my own
engineer.  I'm working now an engineer from the UK who has moved
here to work in a studio in Toronto.  He's a qualified Hardcore engineer
so I'm able to go in there with my ideas and make them happen.  I'm
launching my own labels and I'm hoping to put out as much music
from over here as I can.

Is there going to be a new series that you're going to work on?
I'm under contract for another album, but I'm really not at liberty to say
what that's going to be.  The project that I'm hoping to happen is pretty
exciting.

What was your idea going into Chapter 6?
I didn't want to repeat, I challenged myself to do something different
than what has been done with the series.  The tracks are varied style
wise, and programming I paced it differently, more of a roller coaster
ride.  I pushed it a lot and there is a lot more emotion than what you'd
normally expect from Happy Hardcore.  

Any last words?
This was something I was worried about calling it the final chapter is
that people might think I'll be packing it in, that is not the case.  I am
hardcore to the bone, 100%.  Since I first discovered it, it has been a
consuming passion for me and it'll be it until it's the end.



How long have you been writing
music and why did you start?
Aria: I started dotting down lyrical
and musical ideas as a teenager,
but didn't start to write complete
songs until around 7 years ago. It
just came to me naturally and I
have not looked back since.

How do you think living in
Iceland has effected your
music?
Aria: Iceland is a truly unique and
wonderful place, with such incred-
ible natural energy that it really
gives you a buzz. It's raw,yet
sophisticated, it's dramatic and
peaceful at the same time, its cul-
ture fascinating and ancient, yet
modern. I sincerely hope that this
rubs of and somehow comes
across in my music.

What are some of the main
ideas that you're trying to com-
municate with your music?
My parents grew up on music

based on love, peace and misun-
derstanding. We live in somewhat
different times now but I'm ever
the optimist and stand firmly by
my belief that ours is a beautiful
world which will only get better.  

If you could be on any TV show,
what would it be and why?
Aria:As a guest star in Sex in the
City I could probably teach those
broads a thing or two about real
he-men!

What's your favorite thing to do
in Iceland that you can't do
anywhere else?
Aria:Swim in the thermally heated
and ultra hygienic Blue Lagoon. It
really is one of a kind.

Favorite household item you
could never live without?
Aria: My versatile vibrating mobile
phone!

If you were going to translate
your music into a visual art,
what would that be and look
like?
Aria:Most definitely  some ultra
psychedelic landscape impres-
sions of my native paradise island,
Iceland!

aria: iceland’s latest export.by gunther vaägen



Welcome back to your one stop for all things
hardcore. With the global hardcore community
looking at brighter skies as of late, our opportuni-
ty to sieze the moment is here. This issue’s rants
theme is without a doubt carpe diem.

Shortly after Nocturnal Wonderland, I took off
for Europe to help spread the power of U.S.
Hardcore abroad. My first stop was London where
I was pleasantly surprised with the vibe Hardcore
has been setting off in the U.K.. Apparently a
good number of outdoor hardcore events have
gone off quite successfully during the summer
months on that cozy little island. One of the better
record stores in London called Kinetic, was totally
supportive of the recent rejuvination of hardcore
in their homeland. According to them , “Hardcore
is blowing up” and things “only look like their
going to continue to improve straight into the new
year.” After England I flew to one of my favorite
cities in the world, Amsterdam. There again I was
pleasantly surprised with what people were telling
me aboout the recent developments of Hardcore.
According to Dj Promo who works at Mid-Town
Records, “Hardcore this year has again become
one of the most popular musics in Holland.” One
look at the walls packed thick with Hardcore
records and cd’s, and I knew that the production
of Hardcore was in full swing once again. Events
also were popping off big time with Hardcore as
the maindraw as seen in past years. Without a
doubt, the Dutch definately know how to party.

From the Netherlands, I took an overnight train
to Prague in the Chezch Republich. I almost
counldn’t believe that just 10 short years ago, this
entire land was ruled by the communists. With the
“Iron Curtain” lifted, the Chezchs have totally
gone nus in their pursuit to party. Underground
events that feature hard techno are becoming
more and more common with each passing
month. The Roxy is definatly one venue that any
techno loving nut who visits Prague should check
out. The Hard Techno bouncing off the reinforced
labyrinth of halls and rooms is surreal. So that’s
where I am right now, I’ll be home soon and ready
to apply what I learned in Europe to events and
music here in the states. Anyone who has the
opportunity to travel abroad should do so.
Travellling really reveals how global and far reach-
ing the Hardcore Rave community really is. Now
let’s get to the big news.

That project that I
have been hinting
about these last few
months is set for
release in just a short
while. On October 19th,
“From Hell” hits the movie theaters! This motion
picture is a 20th Century Fox adaptation of the
graphic novel “From Hell” which chronicles the
infamous “Jack The Ripper” exploits. The movie is
directed by the Hughes Bros” and stars Johnny
Depp and “roller girl” Heather Graham. This movie
is truly amazing, it is perhaps one of the most
pride enducing projects that I have ever undertak-
en. Keep an ear out for the original Dj Demigod
sounds in the opium enduced dream sequences
of this film, as well as a couple of other scences. I
had to implement some first hand personal
research for the part if you know what I mean.
What makes this project really unique in the
Hardcore world, is the fact that this is the very
first time a Hardcore producer/Dj has ever created
music for a major Hollywood film such as this.
Without a doubt, Harcore has reached a new level
with “From Hell.” Hardcore heads worldwide will
love this movie gauranteed, it truly emanates the
essence of Hardcore. Expanding what Hardcore
can and will be, the “From Hell” opium dream
sequences redefine what Hardcore music is capa-
ble of. Right, nuff said. 

Another project that I wanted to mention is the
return of the Ruff Beats Records for their last
hoorah. The first cd on the label comes out this
month and it includes two cd’s featuring artists
such as Delta Nine, Lauurent Ho, Tempar
Tantraum, and many more. The first cd is a com-
pilation by the legendary Lenny Dee and the other,
a megamix by yours truly. Check it out, I know
you’ll be psyched by what you hear. Old skool
meets new skool on this one. 

In wrapping things up, I want to take this
opportunity to wish Dj Paul and especially his wfe
a speedy recovery from their accident. For those
that haven’t heard, a few weeks ago when Paul
played at a rave here in L.A., he and his wife were
passangers in a car which was driven by one of
the promoters and was in a terrible freeway acci-
dent. Moral of the story, don’t under any circum-
stances get in a car with someone who has been
drinking. Till next time, stay safe and rave hard.



What’s up everyone, it’s that Freebass time once again! 
There has been loads of stuff going on this month. The Stateside of things has been a bit

quiet but there has been loads of activity on the other side of the pond in the U.K.  There is an
absolute ton of new release’s heading our way from many
different camps. Next Generation have 4 new bits hot off the
press, NGLPS10 / Force & Styles /  Show Me The Sunshine
(DJ Fade Remix) topped with Fade & Dair / For Your Face on
the flip, NGLPS11 / Brisk & Ham / Serious Hardcore / To My
Beat, BB27 / Brisk & Fade / Desire / Skillz & Stylez, BB28 /
Brisk & Fade / Want Your Love / Control Your Mind. My pick
of the bunch would have to be Skillz & Stylez & For Your
Face what Choons!! It is definitely wicked to see Ham back
on the scene after a bit of a break. Expect to hear more new
bits coming from the dynamic hardcore duo Brisk & Ham
very soon. Also the Next Generation album is all systems go
and copies should be available direct through Next Gen over the next few months at
www.nextgeneration.demon.co.uk. Robbie Longs Label Thin N Crispy has the first release ready
to go by 2 Damn Tuff with “Be Free” as the A side topping and “P.S.A” serving up a fat slice on
the flip. Both sides are rock solid proper banging romper stompers! If all goes well we should see
it in stores by December. The next set of Raver Baby’s is at press as I write including the long
awaited Castles in the sky. The last I heard the presales were up over 2000 copies!! Go on Hixxy!!
Over the next few months we are also going to see the return
of a few of the scenes biggest names including Force &
Styles bringing back the almighty label UK Dance and
Dougal making a come back with some fresh material.
Several new labels on the way including another new
Stateside label from Ac Slater and crew called Pitched Up
Recordings plus 2 new U.K. Labels, Future Dance
Recordings by the infamous Go Mental Crew, Kaos & Ethos
and JSD Recordings coming at you from Jedi, Storm Trooper
& D-lyte. 

The past 2 weeks I have spent in the U.K. running around
collecting loads of records to bring back here to keep the
stateside scene supplied. I found loads of classic bits old and new. I was able to bring a few
boxes back with me on the plane but the majority I had to freight back. All of the bits will be
making an appearance on the online store.  If you have not already signed up for our newsletter
you can do so at www.subsonicstore.com as we have a load of one off copies that will only be
sold via the email list and believe me there is some serious gems! We also have a series of
represses on the way including the Slipmatt remix of Your Mine on Universal and some classic
Knight Force. If there are any specific tracks that anyone
would like to see available again then please drop me a line
at simonapex@aol.com and let me know.

We have 2 new release’s coming at you from the SSU
camp hopefully by the end of the year. The first will be
SSU#7 Myself, Ion & Lostboy / Rushin & Why Can’t We See
and Havinit Large 3. Also the SSU album is reaching comple-
tion and we are looking hopefully at a Christmas time
release. We finished the remix of Drowning for Moonshine
and I will be giving it the final mix down over the weekend.
We are not to sure what will happen with the Drowning
Remix as of yet so I will keep you posted as things develop.
Also we have a brand new interactive web site for www.subsonicunderground.com in the making
and it should be online sometime over the next few weeks. Smile 5 on Sept 28th was a huge suc-
cess with Dj Sharkey breaking in the Freeform sound in proper rude boy fashion. We were hoping
to be back with Smile 6 in November but unfortunately all of the venues were booked solid, so
we are going to hold off until December and give Smile 6 a festive theme! Well that’s about all I
have time for in this issue so everyone keep it real!

Till the next time
Simon Apex

p.s The Hardcore Mentalist is coming and that’s all I can say about that!

Simon Says by Simon Apex



DNB in the U.S.
coming of age.

by DJ Piston
In the past drum and bass music was strictly dominated by the pro-

ducers and DJ's in and around the London area. As the years have past,
more and more quality DNB has been produced outside of the tightly knit
London jungle community. Most recently the U.S. has come into the spot-
light, with an ever growing roster of stateside DJ's turned producers, and
domestic labels dropping a slew dance floor smashers that have people
going till the break of dawn. DJ's like Diesel Boy, Hive, and Ak1200 are
leading the pack, serving as ambassadors of the U.S. DNB sound, both
in the U.S. and overseas.  With artists like Ed Rush and Dilinja frequent-
ly playing American tunes around the world they have been able to make
an impact and really helped to increase the credibility of the tunes. Labels
like F-111/ Higher Education, Vortex and liquid sky are keeping the high-
est standards on content and press quality, while trying to feature a wide
array of artist spanning the spectrum of styles. Many of these DJ's and
labels have also been able to collaborate on projects with some of the
leading and most influential DNB artists from overseas. American artists
E-ssasin, U.F.O!, Juju and Pieter K. have also recently stared to make
appearances on U.K. labels. There is also a very large community of artist
and labels in the U.S. that are less established, but rising fast with tunes
of the highest quality being made. Thermal, Argon, Black Pearl, and Arc
are just a few of the labels that are not as well known but also have had
very high quality tunes being released.  Most of the up and rising artist are
receiving an overwhelmingly positive response from crowds all over the
country. Stateside artist such as Jo-s, Gridlock, Infaltrata, and Stratus are
on the cutting edge in pioneering a distinct flavor for the U.S. sound.  Most
of them working long, and hard to network with other American artist and
really creating our own community of DNB musicians. Jungle mc's in the
U.S. are also coming up. Many homegrown mc's have been working hard
in gaining acceptance in the seen with audiences not always used to the
lyrical injections over dance music. Over the years American mc's such
as TC Islam, Jamalski, Kemst, and Posi-d have been able to carve out an
important place for themselves in the scene. Our mc's are also creating
new styles with a distinct attitude and flow that no longer tries to imitate
the British style. We can expect that over the next few years American
jungle/DNB styles will continue to grow and continue to change as
American producers become more experienced, and mature into there
own sound. You guys are going to want to keep an eye open at your local
record stores for more awesome domestic vinyl and CD's and mixtapes.
There is going to be a large quantity of new tunes coming out on a verity
of labels domestically over the next few months.  The newly formed
Phunkateck communications is getting ready to release new tunes from
many of there very talented artist. Fellow bay area artists Flux & Rinse
are going strong with their third release on Compound Records self titled
label.  Los Angeles based Vortex is coming out with their second wave of
releases including a highly anticipated release by Sage and Roxanne.

The Party and club scene related to jungle/DNB music has also grown
and matured rapidly here in America. Despite its roots in rave music and
culture, jungle has managed to branch away from the general rave com-
munity. Due to a more serious attitude towards the music, it has been
able to grow from the smallest area at raves to the main stage.
Jungle/DNB attracts people from all walks of life, from hip hop heads to
skaters, from the yuppie club crowd to the most hard-core candy raver.
With its up tempo groove and floor rattling baselines jungle has an infec-
tious sound that drives dance floors insane. The scene has grown so
much that on any given night of the week you can find a DNB gig going
on in most major cities. Events have also begun inhabiting some of the
most highly sought after venues such as the Databass Sessions held @
fais do-do and Blueprint @ the historic Orion theater in downtown Los
Angeles.  Many people feel that Jungle music has reached it's peak in the
U.S. but it is clear that it still has a long life ahead of it.  The music has
been able to transcend to all groups of people. The future looks bright for
domestic Drum and Bass with our best years ahead of us we can be sure
that one day America will be viewed as the UK's equal.

DAMAGE
Rapture/Inside Of Me
(invader/UK)
Damage comes correct with two
new choonz for the invader label.
"Rapture" is the real gem on this
one, a roller taking it deep into the
darkside. He brings a smooth
female vocal singing "feel the
power", over a very heavy, moody
baseline, rich in sub-harmonic fre-
quencies, guaranteed to rip apart
any sound system left unattended.
On the flip "inside of me" is a
smooth flowing steppa. This one is a
bit more on the mellow side, with
layered drums flowing throw the
tune, helping to keep the pace
going. Definitely a good tune to
bring down the pace with, while
keeping it moving.

NICO and RUKKUS
Defender II / Smartbomb
(no u turn/UK )
"Defender II" is a rehash of the last
no-u-turn release "defender", which
was also inspired by the 1980s
video game of the same name. The
tunes uses most of the memorable
sounds from the game and mashes
them up in a fast moving, and very
tech track. This tune is great for
people fond of the neuro-funk styles
which NICO helped to create. On
the reverse you have "smartbomb".
This one got my head bouncing right
when I put it on. It's a hard ass step-
pa with a rolly/bouncy  kind of flow to
it. It also teases with bit of the dark-
side flavor thrown into the mix. I
hope this is just the beginning in a
series of releases form the no-u-turn
camp. They have had quite an
impact on DNB, and been a major
force in bringing the smooth dark
side sound.

Illegal Alien/Sorix feat. Artemisa
abandon/darkest of days
(void/USA)
The one and only R.A.W. coming
back with new aliases and new
styles. "darkest of days" is a bass
heavy stomper with a dancehall
style break cracking its we threw the
tune. The tune features a Bjork
sounding sample, that says "darkest
of days ... living inside" provided by
Artemisa a vocalist from the bay
area. This tune hits the dancefloor
hard and has recently received a
good response at various local
events. On the a side "abandon" is
another dancefloor killer building up
steam with a distorted sample loop
saying "abandon ship ... baseline
overload" this one drops with a

DNB 12” Reviews
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wicked rolly bass that is sure to
have the crowd swinging and step-
ping.

DJ's Marky, Patife, and Esom feat.
Fernanda Porto
"So tihna que ser com voce"
(movement/UK)
This is the second release on the
imprint "Movement", run by the
people, that bring two of London's
finest drum and bass clubs, called
"movement". And what a release it
is. This new tune features the beau-
tiful voice of singer Fernanda
Porter, singing in Portuguese. The
tune was produced by a group of
DJ's from Brazil, that are making
big noise in the u.k. jungle scene.
They are known for flawless,
aggressive mixes, turntabelist
skills, and track selection. Now they
are also going to be known for seri-
ous production values and ability.
The main mix is a smooth flowing,
bossa nova influenced tune, on the
loungey-jazzy tip. On the back they
remix the tune, into a more
dancfloor oriented track, with a
harder drum pattern, but retaining
the sweet smoothness of the vocal.
After the second break the tune
turns into a darker harder roller tune

that could make anyone's booty
shake. I have been playing this one
since I picked it up. Do not sleep on
this one, its gonna fly off the
shelves.

DJ Teebee
"Through the eyes of a scorpion,
LP"
5 piece vinyl
(certificate 18/UK)
wow!, I did not expect anything like
this coming out on this label or by
this artist. Usually known for highly
technical, very precise production
values and an "intelligent" sound.
Teebee takes us through the real
dark side with a plethora of stun-
ning tracks including silent depths,
my favorite tune of the bunch.
Coming with highly textured land-
scapes interwoven with teasing
vocals this LP takes us through var-
ious sides of darkness. the album is
a mix of hard ameny-rollers,stompy
steppas,and minimal floaty tunes.
Since this album spans a wide
realm of beat styles, it has good
dancefloor appeal, along with some
really good tunes for those of us
that play more lounge venues, or
make mixtapes that are not
designed for pumping the crowd
into an all out frenzy. This album

has awesome tunes on it and really
shows the range that teebee has
developed.  It really shows why he
won best foreign producer at the
knowledge awards. This is the epit-
ome of what dark flavors are really
about.

DJ Flux/Anamorphic
Fatal Flow/Dig Sig
(Compound rec./u.s.a.)
Well, well, what do we have here?
A new domestic gem from San
Francisco based producers Flux &
Rinse that is guaranteed to have
dance floors jumping both here and
abroad.  The A side is a rough track
that starts off with eerie atmospher-
ic sounds and evil swirling hard-
core stabs.  The drop is a nice dis-
torted amen meshed with a looped
vocal sample and heavy subs.  The
flip side is a DJ Flux solo joint prov-
ing it don't take two to tango. This is
one of those tribalistic stompers
that forces even the most jaded lis-
tener bang their head.  This third
release on Flux & Rinses own
Compound Recordings shows that
they have only gotten tighter in their
production and are truly a stateside
force to be reckoned with.



Hard House is dead…
Long Live Hard House!

Seriously, folks.  It’s gotten really tired.  Just look around, Hard House, as it was once known)
is dead.  I listen to loads of tunes and a fair number of tracks I’m hearing have the same stock
beats, trite samples, hackneyed Junos.  All these from labels that
just a short time ago were truly innovating. (Although, just how
innovative is ripping off a bunch of old skool and calling it your
own? Nudge nudge, wink wink!). But if you look on the
horizon…you will see a glimmer of hope.  Cropping up in its place
is a newer, harder, deeper, richer, sound.  Now, I’m not meaning
deeper like that boring ass “deep trance” crap, I mean deep in
that way that “Progressive” used to actually mean.  An ACTUAL
progression!  It’s got to be the real deal when Alphamagic’s top
labels are starting to rethink the way they write choons.  Did you
think you’d see the day when Chris C would be comparing his
upcoming releases on Mohawk to Cygnus X and “Orange
Theme” and citing German influence or actively discouraging artists from using hoovers on his
labels to?  Maybe back in the day on UK44 but Mohawk?!?  

Over the past several issues I’ve been talking about the changing climate in the HH/NRG
scene and it seems that a few of you are feeling the same way.  

DJ Mook, San Francisco, and ‘Hard house in its current form
died a while ago’…’You can’t just go out and buy almost every
track that comes out and know that it will rock(which was the
case for a while there)’ 

But all that only makes for a better DJ, when it all comes down
to it right?  You have to really be on your toes looking through the
bins, shopping the websites and doing your homework!

DJ Resistor, Washington D.C.; ‘Different sub-styles are grow-
ing out of what it once was, and I think that diversity can only be a
good thing‘…’so now we’re again seeing more serious, musical
production work coming from many members of the hard house
scene.’ 

The death of Hard House is not to be feared or lamented but embraces and celebrated!  It’s
only going to be good for everybody creating a better, more interesting scene.  You just walk in to
you local shop and grab all the new tunes and expect to stand out from the
crowd.  It takes a bit of work.  Work that will pay off in the end. Learn to
develop your own style regardless of what some guy says in a magazine.  If
you dig straight up Hard House, play it!  But make it your own.   Stay away
from the top ten at all the on-line shops and really take the time to find what
really gets you going, anthems be damned. 

Hard House is dead… Long Live Hard House!

Now for a bit of news.  In the hospital: Adam of Lab-4 was admitted to a
UK hospital for a ruptured appendix last month causing the cancellation of a
couple of gigs. Hope you’re feeling better, Adam.   On the new releases
tip…Honey Pot is churning out what will surly be a bevy of bangers…On
October 22nd Honey pot will be putting out the second installment of the Honey Pot Album sam-
plers featuring label head, Billy “Daniel” Bunter & A Project, Roosta & Andy Farley and The
Hard Kandy Kollective, 
November 5th  will see the release of “Tasty”, the  mixed Honey Pot compilation by Billy
“Daniel” Bunter & Jon Doe.  

Lastly, a few words in remembrance for those that lost their lives on Sept. 11th and for those
that continue the recovery effort.  We will not forget.  Let Freedom Ring.

send all info, letters, whites, etc to:
DJ GANESH, Freebass Magazine, 6404 Wilshire Blvd #601, Los Angeles, CA 90048

Billy
“Daniel”

Bunter

Andy Farley

Jon Doe



UK Hardhouse/Nu-NRG
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Organ Donors
“I Can Do The Boogaloo”
Back On Plastic
Like the man says, “That’s a funky ass track!”
both sides of this one are high on the funk factor.
While I’m not sure which is the coveted Andy
Farley Mix, I can tell you that you might not care!
Both are solid and work well at the right time if
not different tines of the night. The A side is the
more full on style with the build up and all that
with the B being a more rolling funky bass line.   

-Ganesh
Lab-4
“Be My Lover”/”The Bitch”
Fragile
Starting with a military drum style intro giving
way to what one might imagine coming from
Daft Punk!  Freaked out warbling soul vocals
that will turn all heads to the stage in short
order!  Very quality tune in the best possible way.
The flip is a more tech-house affair reminding my
quite a bit of the early X-trax tunes like “The
Switch” Hard and pounding and defiantly Lab-4!

-Ganesh
DJs Incorporated
“Soul”/Da Beat…Come On”
Katalyst Trax
“Soul” is a tight little NRGetic  number that does
the job nicely.  Acid and dark synth stabs build it
up and old skool breaks break it down with nice
vocal sampling going on.  The energy is a bit
lacking on the payoff but still…  The B side is a
similar tune but more on the off-beat bass tip.
More OSB in the break and the ubiquitous
hoover, and samples I’m sure you will recognize. 

-Ganesh
Banga Matt and Craig Jon
“Place Taker” & “Jam Hot”
Arktik
“Place Taker” is as you might expect if you’ve
had much experience with Arktik driving and
ascetic.  Keeping the production to a minimum
while delivering a solid tunes and keeping the
sound current. “Jam Hot” is a bit thicker and
more pounding.  Taking a sweet little break beat
and some familiar samples and doing them jus-
tice.  One of their best releases yet. DJ Kristian
has been giving this one some deck time as well!
Check it!

-Ganesh
Rubec
“Primitive”
Lotek
Lotek’s third and might I add, strongest release
to date, is a double dose of hard hitting bass
banging madness.  The up side is everything
Rubec is known and loved for, hard NRG
stromers that don’t let up the hover-tastic build
will please the crowd to be sure.  Well, flip this
one over and you get an even harder version.
Hard rubbery bass and wicked gated sounds
that ratchet up the tension.  Definitely be drop-
ping this on a lot! Nice. 

-Ganesh



Hi everyone, Chris Gainer from
Sumsonic UK here, your guest writer for
Barbarella’s ‘In Trance We Trust’ column
this month.

It is difficult to know where to start,
there is so much going on at the moment
but what better place than the Bedrock 3rd
Birthday bash last month at Heaven in
London.  As ever the crowds turned out in
force for Sasha, Digweed and Cattaneo in
the Main Room, Phil Moonface & Jerry
Bonham in Soundshaft and the ever-
impressive Terminal Head providing rocking
breaks in the Star Bar.  A great time was
had by all if you put aside ridiculous heat,
massive toilet queues, a 30 minute wait for
a beer and the usual clamour for VIP arm-
bands!!  The Bedrock boys have been busy
in the Studio remixing the massive Lovely
Day and their remix of Walking on Fire for
Fluid is truly awesome.  In the meantime
Bedrock producer Nick Muir has done his
first solo remix project for ages, look out for
Archive - Numb. 

Here at Sumsonic, we are in the middle
of a very busy time, we are looking forward
to the release of our 10th single from our
favourite artists, Sleepfreaks, we have even
pushed the boat out and commissioned a
remix from the mighty Killahurtz.  Of late we
seem to have been invaded by foreigners in
the studio with visits and tracks been writ-
ten with Austin Leeds, Brian Stillwater and
Kasey Taylor, all very international!!

I have even managed to find a few days
to get in the studio. Recently under my
Substructure guise with Paul Rogers, I have
remixed the Sleepfreaks single Chemical
Shift for our limited Red label.  Paul and I
are also about to have a go at remixing the
excellent Medway single - ‘Geno Sequence’
for Decipher records.  I have also recently
completed remixes of ‘L.O.V.E.’ for Swiss
label Sog records and Cherokee for our
Mechanism label, both of those with my
buddy Darko ....... I think I need a rest!!!

Anyway enough about us.  ‘What else is
going on?’ you may ask.  Well, big news for
me was the signing of the new Tilt single -
Headstrong to Baroque records, it is a great
track and the first single from the Parks,
Wilson & Quivver team for quite some time.
Andy Jarrod’s 3 Beat Label Management
keeps turning out great tracks, in particular
from the Australian labels Zero Tolerance
(ZT) & Vapour, look out for new tracks from

Digby & Oliver and Deep Funk Project on
ZT whilst Nash T and Vance Musgrove both
have excellent singles forthcoming on
Kasey Taylor’s Vapour imprint.  Two new
labels have recently been launched through
Intergroove UK: watch out for Timo Maas’
Four Twenty label and Steve Lawlers’
Harlem Records both guaranteed to bring
you some excellent dance floor friendly
tracks.

Hope Records’ other label Polyester is
re-releasing the classic Annihilate, what a
track, for me this one has always done the
business and definitely deserves a re-
release, new mixes from Ha-Lo, Timo Maas
and Max Graham will surely make this one
a big hit.

The amazing Plastic Fantastic just keep
churning the big tracks out, now with three
labels the guys look set for world domina-
tion over the coming months.  My pick of
their impressive forthcoming catalogue
would be Swain & Snell - Grind on Plastic
Fantastic, Mo Shic & Zidane - Nightstalker
on Plastica and MashUp - Do It on Plastica
Red.  

Man of the moment has to be the
superb Chab.  After an impressive couple of
tracks at the start, things went a bit awry
for my taste, but now, some red-hot remix-
es and singles are being produced in his
studio.  Do not miss remixes of Organik -
Musik, and Kelly D’s Tribalism, plus a single
entitled Fortius Passenger.

Well I hope that gives you a little insight
into what is going on in our little area of the
music industry, if you are still reading this
WELL DONE !!! Thanks for your time and
take care of yourselves.
Oh yes by the way, Sasha was voted Top Dj
at the recent Muzik magazine awards, very
interesting decision, when you consider
how few gigs he has played this year, I sup-
pose there is no doubting true quality.

One thing before I go, you may want to
look out for a compilation I have done fea-
turing some of our best singles and remixes
from 2001.  The Album is out from the
beginning of December on Bliss
Recordings, and I shall be doing a small
promotional USA tour around that time,
hope to catch up with some of you then.

Thanks again.
Chris Gainer



Noel Sanger
Breathe, Here and Now –
Liberation Mix, Ritual
Object Mix
Music Now Records USA
The Liberation Mix of this
release is a progressive a
fair with spooky, drifting
vocal cuts and a persistent
mid synth stab.  Great for
building tension.  The break
is a little more on the vocal
tip than I prefer, but it would
definitely work well at a
club or late night.  The
Ritual Object Mix is a more
tribal interpretation, with a
warm drum kit and a sticky,
throbbing bassline.  The
vocal plays a more minor
role: always filtered and
ethereal.  Definitely thought
provoking.  Music Now just
gets better and better...
don’t miss this one.

-barbarella

Dan Morris & Shylock
Cherokee – Original
Peace Pipe Dub Mix /
Darko v. Gainer Remix
Mechanism UK
Another tribal creeper from
Mechanism.  The Original
Peace Pipe Dub Mix has a
sleek and sexy bassline.  It
underlines a warm, organic
drum kit and crisp, high
percussive elements.  This
is a perfect tension builder.
Filtered vocal clips flitter in
and out.  Calculating and
intelligent.  Just the way I
like it.  The Darko v. Gainer
is a wee bit more on the
funky tip o’things.  Very
nice.

-barbarella

Swain & Snell
Grind – Original / Dub
Plastic Fantastic UK
Yay, crunchy, chunky tribal
sounds.  The bassline
swells and slides under-
neath a warm, organic drum

kit.  Raygun sounds fill the
middle of the track, taking it
up a notch.  If you dig that
tense, chuggy sound, you
will definitely like this.  Lots
of weird twists and turns
will keep the listeners
guessing.  Totally fun to mix
and DJ friendly.

-barbarella

Sleepfreaks
Chemical Shift –
Killahurtz Vinyl Remix
Sumsonic UK
Woo! This is a real progres-
sive chugger.  The original
mix is a great tension
builder and changes subtle-
ly throughout the track.  The
Killahurtz make-over is a
more manipulative, method-
ical approach.  Analouge
stabs creep in and are
framed by a filtered drum
kit and sharp, tight percus-
sive elements.  Definitely a
keeper!

-barbarella

Various Artists
Wabi
Flying Rhino Records UK
Every track on this ambient
compilation is based on a
different artist’s interpreta-
tion of the Japanese word
‘Wabi’, which means, in a
nutshell, purity.  All the
pieces are warm, silky, and
thoughtful soundscapes.
This is a very mellow and
relaxing collection.  Great
for a snuggly night at home.

-barbarella

Coda
Take Me – Andy Moor
Remix
Decipher Recordings UK
Can you say bassline?
Woo!  The drumkit is tight,
sharp, and has a strong
kick.  There’s a sexy little
vocal stab that echoes in
and out.  A brief break mid-

track brings in some war-
bling low-mids and some
high-mid synth stabs.  This
is a good strong release
and if you like Andy Moor,
definitely pick it up.

-barbarella

Outlanders
Ice – Source of Gravity &
Joshua Cantrell mixes
Source of Gravity UK
Both sides of this record
rock.  The Source of Gravity
mix is more on the progres-
sive tip with a gnarly
bassline, creepy little vocal
snippets, and a simple one-
line melody that is just right.
The Joshua Cantrell is a laid
back, groove-around-in-the-
morning-on-the-beach type
treatment.  Both are fabu-
lous, I guess it just depends
on your mood…

-barbarella

Mooncat
Exploration - Original
Journey / Dub Excursion
Plastica UK
WOO!  This is going to be a
hot one.  The bassline
grooves and jams under-
neath a very organic and
intricate drum kit.  Very
slick, hard-edged and
sassy. Squeaky scratches
create tons of texture in the
top. A filtered, echoey vocal
plays in the forefront.  This
track has all kinds of atti-
tude.  WORD!  Danny
Howell has already used it
on his compilation,
‘Nocturnal Transmissions’,
and it receives props from
all the big dogs on the pro-
gressive front.  Donít miss
this one!

-barbarella
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Recently released
Anabolic Frolic Happy 2B Hardcore Plat. Moonshine
The Avalanches      Since I Left You      Modular 
Deep Dish       Global Underground: Moscow  Boxed
Dusted When We Were Young Nettwerk
Goldie Goldie.co.uk: Moonshine
Kings of Convenience Versus (remix album) Source/Astralwerks
Kraftwerk Expo 2000” (original mixes/remixes) Astralwerks 
Paul Van Dyk     Politics of Dancing (Mix CD) Ministry of Sound 
Tiësto In My Memory Nettwerk
Way Out West Intensify Nettwerk

Upcoming Releases
Chemical Brothers Come With Us Astralwerks 01/29
DJ Enrie untitled project Moonshine 11/06
Howie B Recordings  Another Late Night      Kinetic         TBD 
John Graham Transport: Quivver Kinetic 11/06
Kosheen Resist Kinetic 02/19

e-mail us your release schedules:
releaseschedule@freebass.tv






